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As losses from bird flu conƟnue to pile up, meat market parƟcipants
are naturally nervous and wondering how this will impact meat supplies/prices
this spring and summer. USDA recently made some changes to the way they
report the flocks aﬀected, and this now gives a much be er idea as to the extent
of losses at various poultry industry segments. What’s important to understand is
not just the total number of birds aﬀected but also what type of birds they are and
what they supply to the market. The chart to the right summarizes the number of
birds lost between early February and April 2, highligh ng those segments that
have experienced a material impact so far. The impact of HPAI on the egg
producƟon industry has been devastaƟng, which is also what the industry
experienced in 2015. Of the 22.8 million birds in commercial opera ons lost so
far, about 80% have been egg producing layers. These are birds whose func on is
to produce unfer lized eggs that end up in your local grocery store, your breakfast
sandwich or the various egg products used to make cakes and pastries and many
other food products. They do not aﬀect the meat supply.
The second chart puts the losses for the egg industry in perspec ve.
USDA reported last month that, as of March 1, there were 322.7 million table egg
producing layers in the United States. This likely did not account for the loss of
1.2 million layers in a Delaware facility on February 22. In a couple of weeks,
USDA will oﬀer an assessment of the table egg layer inventories as of April 1,
which could capture the loss of the near 18 million birds or 5.5% of the layer
supply. If 2015 is any guide, we could see more outbreaks and losses in the next
2 months, further worsening the egg supply situaƟon and pricing. Already table
egg prices are at wholesale are running over $3/dozen, up 170% from a year ago.
Liquid eggs and breaking stock prices are up sharply as well.
With regard to the impact on poultry meat supply, the picture is a bit
more muddled and not as bullish for prices as some might expect. To be clear,
things could change in the next few weeks but so far we see a minimal impact on
broiler supplies. USDA has so far reported 1.8 million birds lost in broiler
produc on opera ons. This is over a seven week period. Broiler slaughter during
this period was 1.160 billion birds so the lost produc on represents 0.2% of the
slaughter during this period. As for turkeys, the impact has been much more
significant. Turkey slaughter during the last 7 weeks has been a total of 27.8
million birds or an average of almost 4 million birds per week. HPAI losses in the
turkey industry so far have been a total of 2.1 million birds, represen ng around
7.5% of weekly slaughter. The minimal eﬀect of broiler losses should also be seen
rela ve to the loss of export markets. In recent years USDA and industry have
done a good job to regionalize any trade disrup ons due to HPAI. Thankfully
there have not been any HPAI cases in commercial opera ons in the Southeast.
However, USDA data shows that so far there have been HPAI cases in 14 states.
These states in 2021 accounted for 44% of the value of poultry exports. The HPAI
outbreak in a commercial pheasant opera on in Texas has no impact on poultry
supplies but could poten ally have a significant eﬀect on trade. We will have to
wait on this un l oﬃcial trade sta s cs come out but, for those fearing a shor all
in supply, it would be good to also consider the shor all in exports.

Bird Losses due to Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza
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The Daily Livestock Report is made possible with support from readers like you. If you enjoy this report, find it valuable
and would like to sustain it going forward, consider becoming a contributor. Just go to www.DailyLivestockReport.com
to contribute by credit card or send your check to The Daily Livestock Report, P.O. Box 4872, Manchester, NH 03018
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